REAL EDUCATION & THE TRUE KNOWLEDGE THAT WE ARE MISSING
The lack of right and correct education – this in itself is a very unfortunate subject because of the fact that in spite of several changes in the
system of education since centuries it has been deprived of the most important and vital factor. This is vital and important because we can create a
beautiful, healthy and prosperous world and with the help of this the real life is formed and this is the true basis of life. With the help of this
education our youth, our children and ourselves blossom to the maximum extent possible. But this kind of education is not to be found anywhere.
The most unfortunate and regrettable is the fact that our elite, our politicians and our saints and mahatmas do not seem to pay any heed to this
kind of education.

Such important and vital systems of education may be enumerated as below: -

Training For Holistic Development
That we develop ourselves in our true nature. This kind of system of education is nowhere to be seen. All modern education is just a kind of
imposition – a kind of compulsion.

Natural Health Science
We do not get such education as teaching of correct eating habits, regular yoga and exercise and following of principles of nature. By imparting
such education the expectancy of becoming ill in the future would be neutralized.

The Art of Living
The true education of the principles of Art of Living that are indispensable for any individual in dealing with humans of different kinds of
behavior in different circumstances is no where to be found.

The Art of Happy Married Life
We shall be married tomorrow. We may have to live and accommodate ourselves with a totally different and opposite type of nature. What are
the complications of family life? How in spite of a completely different nature a couple may live into the depths of love peace and respect? Such
kind of education and the answers to such complicated and vital questions also are no where to be found. In the absence of su ch education we
have just to pull on like a pair of bulls that have been yoked together.

Adolescent Psychology
Tomorrow we shall have children. We cannot get an education regarding the psychology of children and parents. In the absence of such education
we are totally ignorant of how the children have got to be treated; how to get them blossomed into their own nature; how to make them great. All
are just moving ahead according to their small knowledge they possess.

Spiritual Science
Ultimately, the question arises, what are we? Why do we come into this world? What is our purpose in life? What are the metaphysical
principles in life? None can escape the ill effects and benefits of these. How does the theory of Karma work? We do not get such education in
schools.

Science of the Power of Subconscious Mind
We have in us the wonderful powers of sub-conscious mind and by learning these we can give our life, our nature and our habits a desired form.
We can attract and create what we desire. We can make possible and simple in moments what seems impossible and complicated. We can touch
immeasurable heights of exuberance and prosperity. We do not get such education of the wonderful sub-conscious mental powers hidden within
ourselves in any school or college.

Parapsychology
We have within ourselves an innumerable number of subtle and divine powers by which we can procure miraculous achievements. We may
become the creator of our own destiny. We can change the form of life, world, family and our own business. We can achieve perfect health,
perfect exuberance and perfect bliss. But it is most regrettable that we do not get education of such divine powers. In the face of lack of
knowledge of science of such waves and vibrations we are, during whole of our life, surrounded with blind beliefs, fear of planets, practitioners

of black magic, astrologers, mendacious saints and continue to run after them under misconception. We cannot come out of the words like,
destiny, coincidence and miracle. We are just made to receive information in order to procure jobs which have meager wages.

Astounding Science of Wealth
Every individual, every child has the inherent powers of earning wealth and becoming prosperous. There is also a science of earning wealth and
prosperity. These have got concrete principles too. Unfortunately, there is no school or college where Wealth Education is taught. If this kind of
teaching is given to every individual from the very beginning then there would not be single person who remains poor. The poverty is a symbol
or forerunner of lack of knowledge – the lack of principles of prosperity. Our mental hurdles and obstructions and our misconceptions are the
real cause of our poverty. None is aware of this science nor is there any one who teaches it to us. Every individual is engaged in struggle to earn
wealth. There is no system of educating such science. All our organizations of society are engaged in reforming the result. We go on opening
new hospitals, orphanages and are engaged in reforming the children with deformities; but we never think for a moment where do these orphans
and children with deformities come from. Let us reform the root cause. We are endeavoring more to quarrel with the reflections which is bound
to be fruitless. Religious organizations and prestigious saints and so-called Mahatmas are spending their whole energy and wealth in constructing
temples, gurudwaras etc. and they are simply trying to please God. We are unable to work upon the fundamental problems; we are unable to
blossom forth the whole seed. We have to get awakened and change our attitude. Only then we shall be able to create a beautiful world.
“This article can also be read in the book “ADHYATMIC PAKHAND”.

